Geo-referenced species occurrences from public databases have become essential to biodiversity 16 research and conservation. However, geographical biases are widely recognized as a factor 17 limiting the usefulness of such data for understanding species diversity and distribution. In 18 particular, differences in sampling intensity across a landscape due to differences in human 19 accessibility are ubiquitous but may differ in strength among taxonomic groups and datasets.
where a vector w = [w 1 , ..., w B ] describes the amount of bias attributed to each specific factor. 139 To quantify the amount of bias associated with each factor, we jointly estimate the parameters 140 q and w in a Bayesian framework. We use Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) to sample 141 these parameters from their posterior distribution:
where the likelihood of sampled occurrences S i within each cell P oi(S i |λ i ) is the probability 143 mass function of a Poisson distribution with rate per cell defined as in Eqn. (1). The 144 likelihood is then multiplied across the N cells considered. We used exponential priors on 145 the parameters q and w, P (q) ∼ Γ(1, 0.01) and P (w) ∼ Γ(1, 1), respectively. 146 We summarize the parameters by computing the mean of the posterior samples and their Figure 1 : Results of the empirical validation analysis, estimating the accessibility bias in mammal occurrences from Borneo). A) bias weights (w) defining the effects of each bias factor, B) sampling rate as function of distance to the closest instance of each bias factor (i.e. expected number of occurrences) given the inferred sampbias model. At the study scale of 0.05 degrees (c. 5km) sampbias finds the strongest biasing effect for the proximity of cities and roads. 
